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Busing· Comes To Albany 
By· Elridge Daniel 
A blanket of somber clouds 
hung ominously beneath a 
sullen and sinister sky while the 
north wind did blow. 
rights cf the many who were too 
lax or too ignorant to protect 
their own. And so ·it was, ·a 
peaceful demonstration which 
continued until about 3:15 p.m. 
A mira0r ;kiomish occurred. 
A small group of students in­
speeted the. c:Jamage at Papa 
Bears while twenty busses stood due in part to the fact that the 
by, waiting. organizers themselves were ap-
By mid-day those busses • parently unsure of what course 
arrived in Albany carrying a . of action to t�ke beyond getting 
thousand Baruch College students to rally. This in turn 
students who were greeted by was caused by the fact that 
another ten to fifteen thousand Albany turned a cold and 
students from Brooklyn College, clammy shoulder toward the en­
John Jay, CCNY, Kingsboro tire demonstration. All the doors 
i I 
Comunity, Hostos, LI City 
LaGuardia and SUNY colleges. 
There they organized them­
selves peaceably, to march to 
the Capitol building and 
press.ure legislators to return the 
sixty million dollar "windfall" to 
the City University. In essence, 
to protect their right to a free 
education and the continuance 
of the open admissions pro­
gram. To protect their right to an 
education for which they have 
already paid through taxes, bur­
sars receipts, the anguish and 
frustration of closed courses, 
and the fact that upon grad­
uation they will still be ·treated 
as second class citizens com­
peting with graduates from top­
name colleges, many of whom 
will be wearing dungarees at the 
executive level. 
The snow came hard and fast, 
yet students remained united to 
protect their rights and the 
to the front entrance of the 
Capitor building were locked 
and finding a legislator on this 
particular day presented as diffi­
cult a task as finding an edel­
weiss in mid-town Manhattan. 
Never-the-less, the chants of 
"students united will never be 
divided" echoed loud and clear 
through the Capitol's doors. 
Many siudents and professors 
alike were disturbed by the con­
spicuous absence of significant 
numbers of Baruch College 
faculty, many of whom are in as 
vulnerable a. position as the 
students, if the proposed cut­
backs go through. 
One student, Seymour 
Williams, a day session soph­
omore, felt that the students did 
their part, but he was partic­
ularly dissatisfied with t-he at­
titude of legislators saying, "If 
New Yorkers can come all the 
way to Albany, you'd think that 
legislators wou·ld at least come 
to their front door." While Prof. 
Anne Rower of the Eoglish 
Department agreed that it was 
an ·:enthusiastic participation by 
the stuc:Jents." 
�As a result of the heavy snow-
fall many students had difficulty 
finding the busses they came 
on;' and one ·person who was 
concerned that his friends had 
not yet returned, asked the 
dr'iver to wait while he ·persi>n­
al,!y went bat:k t0 look' for them-.. 
He ·returned with his friends to 'a 
big round of applause. The bus 
· left Albany with students tired 
yet still considerably cordial, 
dissappoin ted yet not 
disillusioned. And one thing 
that remained constant thrbugh­
.ou,t .  was •thatc..everyone agreed -
"we·11 be back.·· 
-CUNY-SUNY Basketball Classic
The players for the Second 
CUNY-SUNY All-Star Legislative 
Basketball Classic, which will 
be hosted by Binghamton State 
on March 23, were announced 
today in New York City. 
Ironically, for the game that 
matches the urban stars against 
the rural stars, the top play.er 
selected to each squad, Mike 
Flynn of CUNY's City College 
and Steve Blackmon of SUNY's 
Oneonta State, is a native and 
res_ident of New York City. 
Flynn averaged 14 points per 
game in leading City College .to 
the championship of CUNY 
Tournament, of which he was 
selected the most valual;>le play­
er. Blackmon averaged 21 • 
points per game and connected 
. on 55% of his floor shots. 
CUNY's strength will be inside 
where Flynn will work with Scott 
ctiamey, Baruch Coll.ege's all­
time leading scorer and Bert 
Lindsay, Hunter College'.s sec­
ond all-time leading scorer. 
Errol  Thomas of Brooklyn 
College will provide added mus­
cle off the ooards. In the back­
court, the downstate five will 
rely on Andy Morrison, City 
College's prolific scorer and 
Guy Hunter, Hunter College's 
fine defensive guard. 
Along with Blackmon, SUNY 
will look 10· Kurt Mohney for its 
offensive power. Mohney was 
raised in the Binghamton area 
and is one of two players who 
was selected from the host 
Binghamton State team. The 
other is Kenn Brann. 
In last year's game, held in 
Albany, SUNY beat CUNY 78-72 
before a statewide radio and 
television audience. 
As previously announced, 
Floyd Layne of City College will 
coac� CUNY and Norm Law of 
Plattsburgh State will guide 
SUNY. 
Under' regulations set forth by 
the NCAA for college all-star 
games, only seniors who- have 
terminated their four years of 
eligibility can qualify. 
The Roving Reporter 
QUESTION: 
Do you find 
Biiruch men Interesting? 
Caryn Margolies, Upper Junior 
"Not particularly. There's real­
ly not much to say. I just think 
that some are interesting and 
some aren't; however, on the 
whole, no." 
Clarice Rodgers, Upper Junior 
"Yes, although I'm a married 
Woman, I generally don't look at 
them from a social point of view. 
But I do find them interesting." 
INSIDE: COMAN 
Steph,anie Callazo, Upper Junior 
"Not necessarily so. I have 
been to two other schools, and I 
find Baruch men not as interes­
ting." 
Aura Alemany, Lower Junior 
"Yes, I would say so. You deal 
with different men from busi­
ness, from different back­
grounds, and it proves quite in­
teresting to be able to discuss 
certain topics and get their opin­
ions about it." 
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Annual Women's Career 
·conference ScheduledI Important Notice
The. next Mathematics Place­
ment Examination will be given 
on Wednesday, April 7, 1976 and 
Thursday, April 8, 1976. 
Two .categories of s·tudents 
should take this examination: 
1) All students who entered 
Baruch as Freshmen since Sep­
tember 1974 and have not yet 
taken , the Mathematics Place­
ment Test: 
All studemts in this category 
are required to take the Mathe­
matics placement test regard­
less of their High School mathe­
matics courses or grades. Most 
students took the examination 
when they entered tlaruch. 
Those students who have not 
taken the examination must take 
it at this time in order to register 
for Math iri the Fall. 
2) All other students: 
Students in this category 
should take the placement test 
only if: 
1) They plan to take Mathe­
matics at Baruch College; and 
2) They have not yet taken · 
any Mathematics· Course· here; 
and 
- 3) T,hey have not taken 21 /2 
years .of mathematics in High 
School" (including intermediate 
algebra) or an equivalent reme-
- dial mathematics sequence at a 
Community College (check with 
'Math Qept.) 
Note: No student rpay retake the 
Placement Test. No student pres­
ently registered tor any mathe-· 
matics course may take the 
Placement Test. 
Students planning to take the 
examination must sign up for it 
at 360 Park· Avenue South in 
Room 2053 (day students) or 
Room 2041, or 2023 (evening 
students) by April 2nd. They will 
have their choice as to the date 
(7th or 8th) and will be g[ven the 
time and place of examination 
when they sign up. 
At the Women's Career Con­
ference planned for Thursday, 
March 25, women who have 
achieved outstanding success in 
their fields will tell the strategies 
they have used in working their 
way to the top of their pro­
fessions. 
Coordinated by Dr. Jean 
Buchin of the Baruch Women's · 
Committee . and Resume ·Club, 
this will be the second annual 
Women's Career Conference for 
Baruch students. 
The conference, which will be 
held from 12:00 fo 2:00 p.m. in 
the Faculty Loun.ge, 24th Street" 
Building, will provide students 
with opportunities to meet with 
women executives who hold top 
positions in the field of primary 
interest ta the student. 
Representatives from the 
fields of advertising, career con­
sultation, education, journalism, 
law, mar��ting, medicine arid 
psychology will meet in small 
group,s with students. 
Those scheduled to speak are 
Ms. Kellogg,, vice president of 
General Electric Co.; Noreen 
Kremer, vice president of Schal­
ler and Rubin Advertising 
Agency; Judith Vladek, attorney 
at law; Dr. Susan Locke, Baruch 
Psychology Dept.; Dr. Connie 
"The goal of the confererace," 
according to Dr. Buchin, "is to 
acquaint students with job op­
portunities in variotJs fields. 
More important, the con_ference 
is designed to acquaint them 
witl;l the way these women have 
'made it' through the obstacle 
course of_ the j_ob world." 
Buxer," psychologist. In addition, Dr. Buch in has ex.tended .an 
many _other women, from various 1nvItat Ion to all students and 
car.eer fields; will be present to · facult-y to attend. Refreshments 
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All Evening Session Freshman and/or Transfer :stud_e.nts who did not 
receive a copy of the f!aruch College Undergraduate Handbook, may 
pick up their copies at Room-525, 46 East 26th· Street between the hours 
of 5-8 P:M., Monday through Thursday. _ ,. 
By LEON METZGER 
Club Hours 
Clubs are a very important 
part of the college. Tt'le clubs 
are organized groups giving a 
chance to students -with similar 
interests to get togeth·er and dis­
cuss these interests. While the 
day session does have club 
hours, the evening session does 
not. Yet, City College has club 
hours twice a term. By extend­
ing every 8:00 p.m. class by ten 
minutes,· Baruch too could have 
club hours. The Accounting 
Society is in favor of this idea 
and suggests that the admin­
·istration take this into consid­
eration .. 
Newsletter 
A mailing list is being formu­
lated of all members who want 
to receive a free copy of the 
Evening Session Accounting 
Society Newsletter which will be 
published in May. The Account­
ing Society has received com­
mitments from faculty at the 
··WANTED
Graduate St�dents 
who do not Want_ to­
take Thesis I ·& II to 
get- �n · M.B.A. 
degr,e .  
Those> lrHerested c,ontact ' 
GSA,\:��r}n-. 523,' 46.. West 
·26th S{reet .. (cat1· 725-4406,
Wedne�sdays 5:3O�.8:00
p.m.) 9-r c:ontact Mr. D .. -
·Higgins, Rm. 525, · 45
West 26th &treet.
college for some articles.- Any­
one interested in receiving· 
and/or writing an article on any 
nature in the field of business 
Attention: 
Ve-ts 
. should send a memo to Box 9M. By PAUL SCHWARTZ Banquet Those veterans who are The Accounting Society plans - 'preseAtly involved ·with - th·eon hol?ing i.ts annual banquet in _ Work-Study Program must have the middle of May. While no · their completed time sheets in· arrangements have be.en made the hands of the Veterans Al­yet for a speaker, they will be fairs ·office no later than March made· _soon. Anyone with. 25_ 1976. It is vitally important
suggestions should send them _· that you do so, not only for your-to Box 901. selves,· but to maintain con-Meeting o tinuity inside the entire.program. Our last meeting took. place . Speaking of the Work-Study Wednesday, March 17, 1976. Program, there are still some The guest speakers·  were . Mr'. openings ·available. If you are a Charles S. Snow and Professor full-time (12 credits or more) Gerp.ld Skolnick of·_ the Depart- veteran student, interested -in ment of Accounting. The next earning a tax-free income, con­meeting has been tentatively tact John Burns at the Ve.terans 
scheduled for Tuesday, March Affairs . Office (360 · Park Ave. 30. For more ·information read South, Room 1701). ·· next week's The Reporter. By -the tin:,e you read this, ·your Accounting Humor first deferred tuition payment is (Contributed anonymously late. Please don't delay any by a member of the longer in getting this Accounting Department) straightened out. It could cause When a guy calls a girl on the debarment, overpayment, and a phone for the first date, he great deal more trouble than you debit� favors receivp.ble · arad want. If you are having trouble credits cash! · making . the payment, let ·the Non-Accounting Majors Veterans Affairs Office ·know. There are many undergradu- They mu.st-be kept abreast of the ates at Baruch who are non- st a tu s of every deferred· 
On the political scene, there· 
are presently ten different bills 
before the House of Represen­
tatives. All o/ these bills would 
, extend the period of eligibility 
'one way or another. We now 
have ten chances to achieve o·ur 
goals. More pressure is needed, 
however. If you -haven't written 
your Congressman or woman or 
signed the petitions at the 
Veterans Affairs Office, now is 
the time to 'do so. Without your 
support, we may lose. If we lose, 
you lose. 
DID YOU KNOW: (From the 
Guicle of New York State 
Veterans Benefits) 
Eligible disabled and non­
disabled veteran� with wartime 
service ·who were residents of 
New York State at time of en­
trance into the armed forc·es 
receive additional credits in 
·competitive examinatiorts 'for 
orig in al· appointment or 
promotion ·before eligible lists 
are established. Veterans r.nust 
· obtain a passing· grade in the 
examination before credits may 
be used for • 9btaining ap­
pointment or promotion. Certain 
preference· in job retention, job 
reinstatement and civil service 
employee retirement, if ag­
plicable. 
Accounting majors but plan on payment. , 
taking an MBA in Accounting. In On Monday, April 26, 1976, the_. What' 5 Cooking_· ?that case the Accounting So9i- National Alliance o,f ety meetings would be ben·e- B WIN OM · · ficial for them to attend. They Businessmen is planning to hold, . y , S E R. HENRY 
can -discuss their interests with . a career seminar. All aspects of, Instead of my usual recipe this 
Accounting majors and faculty. career choice and job hunting week, I will give some tips or:i · 
New ·members are always _will be covered. I attended one· ways in which to· reduce the 










11- you ar!=). interested· in' such ... a -fat when ·broi.li"ng; roasting i:>T . 




' ·, ') 
Session·- ve·terans only,. Day_-:. 2. Instead of bastihg wH� 
Session 'tias another date) you drippings, keep meat 'moist by 
have to' le� the, V�terans Affair-s· pouring·. wi.ne; to.mato juice; or 
Office kAow of·.y,our. interest by ·boui.llon over it. ·. ,.
, 
April 'fath. If there· is too'-little in- l Cook a day :ahead of, time: 
terest,. the semiAar ·will not be · stews, .boiled meat, soup st()ck, 
held. Contact Ed MediAa at 725- or other dishes in which f�J 
4450 if you -want :this to come cooks into the liquid. After the 
off. food has beeA refrigerated, the 
If you are··a veteran who is hardened ··fat can be removed, 
graduating in · either June or from the liquid. 
August, the National Alliance of 4. Make gravies after the fat 
Businessmen will put your name has hardened and · can be 
and resume .in. a booklet that removed from the liquid. 
they periodically send to many 5. Broil, rather than pan-fry,, 
mf:1.jor corporations. If you want meats such·as hamburger,. lamb 
to put your name in front of chops, pork chops and steal<s. 
some. important people, contact 6. When a recipe calls for' 
Ed Medina or Morris Weisen- browning the meat first, try 
berg at 725-4450. They will make browning it under the broiler in-
all the arrangements._ stead of in a pan. 
J -.., I ,: t I : "I I � ' • I 1 • 
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A Cold Day In Albany 
0 n March 16, thousands of students demonstrated 
in Albany against the proposed cuts in the 
City University ,budget. 
It was a cold day, -
and here are some pictures 
as 9aptu�ed by Elridge Daniel. 
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Attention, Chancellor Kibbee: tures completely to this arbitra-
Cuts have to be made at the tor. 
City University but the people No one in th'is University sys­
who are real-ly being affected, tern can suggest reasonable 
the students, have not been cuts because there. is a lack of 
asked for their opinions on how unders1anding between the st'aff 
best to reduce the expenditure · and students here.' The Board of 
in their schools. 
·chancellor Kibbee has
declared that his plan will save 
the University ·$60 million, b\JI 
no detailed figures have been 
published. In the City University 
the students do not have access 
to the financial workings of the 
University and therefore cannot 
give concrete suggestions as to 
improving its financial position, 
Suggestions have been made 
by the students but none of 
these have been looked into or 
even considered by, the author­
ities. What needs to be· done is 
that- an independent arbitrator 
needs to be brought in and have 
each department in this Univer­
sity and the Board of Higher 
Education justi'fy their expendi-
Higher Education will make irre­
sponsible cuts in the co'lleges . 
without considering the finan­
cial status of their students or 
the students' ability to find alter­
nate educational facilities. They 
suggest closing colleges like 
John Jay and merging ·the stu­
dents at Baruch and other 
colleges that do not have the 
space for these students. Yet, 
they do not sugge�t- increasing 
the population of colleges- that 
would be able to find the space, 
like Queens, that has its own 
campus' and could therefore 
renovate buildings to increase 
classroom facilities. 
Of the students a,t college 
now, some could definitely af­
ford to pay tuition, some could 
others, there wou Id be no possi­
ble way to stay in college with 
tuition. Unfortunately, most of 
the students are in this position. 
Are we to recede in our freedom. 
and return to the days when 
education was only for the 
wealthy? 
What is really needed is a full 
accounting for the Board' of 
Higher Education. How many 
people work ther.e, how 'much do 
they' earn, what do they do, and 
where necessary, why is that 
done? Then. the students wo_1J,ld 
be able to see where money is 
· spent and why. 
The same sort of appraisal 
has to be made throughout the 
entire University in all depart­
ments. In students' organiza­
tions as well as all departments 
and- offices thro1,1ghout the en­
tire Unive(sity. It is orily at this 
point that one could _t:,egin to 
think about making any type of 
cuts in the University system. It 
is· only with information that 
sensible cuts can be made, 
May I have some informii'tion 
please, Chancellor Kibbee? 




When even Time wags its 
tongues about how discrimina­
tion against the poor, against 
non-whites, against other 
burgeoning minorities,· against 
women - is institutionalized in 
bur nation, it is a shame to be 
silent about what has already 
begun to happen and wha't will 
happen expecially if we all keep 
the silence so well here at the 
_City Universi'ty, which has been, 
since I returned to- New York 
City to teach here in 1970, open 
to all, not just to those who 
cou Id' afford it, because it didn't 
cost anything, and not just to 
ihose whose strictly academic 
credentials put them into a 
bracket roughly coiresponding 
to middle. and up.per on the 
money scale, but anyone, any­
one, anyway, who lives (i.e. pays 
taxes) here, In fact, the service 
- the education - the City 
University' provides ·is a govern­
ment service and the fate of the 
school is being dragged along 
with that of municipal services 
in general, in ·this ti!Tle of retrac­
tion and repudiation. What is 
'less often remembered, 
however, is that the City Univer­
sity is connected to a network 
of social and humane services 
greater than New York City's, 
The City_ University is above all 
an i'nstitution-of learning and we 
need to remember its place 
among all other institutions of 
higher learning in this country, 
Of all of, them, the City Univer­
sity bf New York is the only insti­
tution whose working "Consti­
tution" so closely resembles our 
nation's Original. While other 
schools arnu n'd the c,ountry may 
have more innovative and open 
educational policies and prac­
tices in a more strictly academic 
sense, the most experimental of 
these is usu·ally the most costly, 
which is hardly radical, and 
usually.the most choosey, as. far 
as credentials and connections 
are concerned, 
The City University is a deom­
cracy crumbling fast. If we care, 
we must see that we are letting 
it. Or begin to speak out about 
it, Restore Open Admissions and 
save Free Tuition! , 
Ann Rower, English Dept. 
Adj. Assistant Professor, 
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Accounting Group's 
Plan For Adiustments· 
"Reprinted by permission of The only thing we have on which in each of the companies' 1974 
Wall Street Journal < 1976, Dow there's general agreement on fiscal years-about 11 % in each 
Jones & Company, Inc. ,1H Rights how you do it. The mechanics case-they applied the FASS 
Reserved. No copy of all or any are worked out and it's ready to system to the three cor-
portion hereof may be made go." porations' reported results. 
without the express written con- Shell Oil Co., which included Startling Results sent of Dow Jones & Company, a complete set of price-level- The results were startling. Inc." adjusted numbers in its 1974 an- Sears' 1974 profit of $511 million By JOHN V. CONTI nual report, agrees. "We feel would turn into a loss of nearly 
�h�f ::a,il
0
;:�tJournal. this is the only verifiable current 
$29 million, and GM"s earnings· 
means of displaying the impact of $950 million would become a As prices have soared in 
recent years, businessmen have 
increasingly complained that in­
flation leads to. a vast over­
statement of corporate profits. If 
inflation' s effects were 
eliminate d, they con tend, 
Congress and the public would 
readily see that business needs 
tax cuts, expanded investment 
Incentives and, In many cases. 
higher prices. 
One p ossible answer to 
busin essmen's complain ts 
emerged last January when the 
Financial Accounting Standards 
Board proposed an accounting 
system enabling corporations to 
show fully the impact of in­
flation. In essence the FASS, the 
private body that sets business 
accounting rules, urged that 
companies provide sup­
plemental information that 
restates their accounts so that 
all items are in current dollars. 
But the initial popularity of the 
FASB's "general price level ac­
counting" proposal has faded as 
more than 100 companies have 
experimented with it. It goes so 
far in correcting inflation's 
distortions, many businessmen 
complain, that it can be as 
misleading as today's overstated 
profits. 
"We all agree that inflation is 
the problem' it's just that we're 
becoming disenchanted with the 
solution," Dewey Borst, Inland 
Steel Corp.'s controller, says. 
"We don't understand what the 
results mean, so how will the 
general public?" he asks. 
Considerable Opposition 
Robert T. Sprouse, the FASS 
member in charge of the project, 
concedes, "There's been a con­
siderable negative reaction." 
Opposing the proposal, besides 
Inland Steel, are such corporate 
giants as Gerreral Motors Corp., 
American Telephone & Tele­
graph Co. and Sears, Roebu<::k 
& Co. Another opponent is Ernst 
& Ernst, the big accounting firm. 
Some busi_nessmen appear to 
favor a less sweeping 
chan ge-perhaps a more 
limited, totally different ac­
counting proposal ·made in 
August by the Securities and Ex­
change Commission. 
The debate over the proposals 
has been called "one of the 
most significant accounting 
issues of this decade" by Lee J. 
Seidler, professor of accounting 
at New York University. The 
arguments are likely to continue 
into next year, when final 
decisions by both the FASS and 
SEC are expected. No matter 
iiow the debate. goes, t]owever, 
many observers expect some 
form of inflation-adjusted num­
bers to appear by mandate in 
1977 corporate reports. While 
neither proposal calls for com­
panies to drop present ac­
counting methods, each would 
require that reports include in­
flation adjustments as sup­
plemental information. 
"At this state," argues George 
R. Catlett, an Arthur Andersen 
& Co. partner and a proponent 
of the FASS proposal, "general 
price level adjustment is the 
of inflation on our reported loss of $133 million. But AT&T.'s 
results," R.C. Thompson, Shell's profit of $3.17 billion would be 
controller, says. almost ·doubled to about $6 
billion. Oppon en ts of the FASS The FASS system "would be a proposal, however, claim that monster," Jack F. Kincannon, the FASS system would confuse Sears' vice president, finance, investors. "They barely if at all declares. 
understand current financial For many corporations the statements, and to give them FASS proposal would produce another set would thoroughly adjusted earnings higher than· confuse and often mislead conventional profit figures.· them," says Gerald I. White, a Messrs. Davidson and Weil 
financial analyst at Sterling found that such would be the 
Grace & Co., New York.. impact on 1974 earnings of eight 
Among the big corporate op- of the 30 compan ies in the Dow 
ponents, Sears, GM and AT&T Jon es in dustrial average. 
would be a ffected more Remarks a steel company's con-
drastically by the FASS proposal !roller: "You're going to have in-
than many companies, ac- come jumping around like a yo-
cording to a study by two ac- yo with the rate of inflation." 
counting professors, Sidney Besides, the higher profits 
Davidson of the University of would be strictly on paper-not 
Chicago and Roman Weil of -the an inflow of cash into company 
Georgia Institute of Technology. coffers-and the seeming 
.Using )he inflation rate recorded prosperity would hardly help 
Support Rhodesia 
By Robert M, Bartell 
Washington, D.C. (Liberty 
Lobby News Service) - A 
recent front page edLtorial in 
National Spotlight · dealt with 
Rhodesia and the d istinct 
possibility of its being overrun 
by blacks with the overt support 
of the Soviet Union and 12,000 
Cuban troops. 
The editorial reported that 
with Castro's 12,000 troops in 
Afri ca, armed with Soviet 
missles, tanks and aircraft, 
presumably prepared to attack' 
Rhodesia, the intervention of . 
Cuba makes the situation one of 
direct national interest to the 
U.S. Says the Spo_tlight,"That the 
Kremlin has for years- been 
using the helpless people of 
Cuba to promote its own 
aggression is no secret. Now it 
becomes clear that Castro's 
island prison is not only. serving 
as a Soviet naval base, missile 
site, advance reconnaisance 
base and center for the political 
subversion of nations of the 
Western Hemisphere, but its 
people are being served up by 
Castro as cannon fodder to ad­
vance Soviet aims in Africa." 
U .S.participation in the 
current mess began when the 
State • Department, prodded by 
the New York Times and in­
ternational finance, decided to 
destabilize Fidel Castro' s 
predecessor, Fulgencio Batista. 
Using  t ·h e  CIA an d lyin g  
newspaper propagandists, they 
were successful in turning Cuba 
over to Castro, wlio, they sanc­
timoniously assured us, was 
definitely not a communist. 
Over the years their game has 
become clear. Castro is being 
used to gain control of not only 
Latin America and black Africa, 
but of the highly strategic water­
way around the Cape of Good 
Hope on the southern tip of 
Africa. Control of the seas is a 
prime object of the Soviet global 
strategy and the Cape route is 
one of the four most strategic 
waterways in the world. 
It is sobering to realize that of 
these four, Suez and Gibraltar 
are already Soviet-dominated, 
the Panama Cana! is to be given 
to the pro-Soviet Panamanian 
regime of Omar Torrijos as soon 
as it can be arranged and the 
fall of white Southern Africa 
would bring immediate com­
munist control of the Cape 
route. Should the USSR gain 
control of the four strategic 
waterways America would be an 
island in a Soviet lake. 
National Spotlight urges that 
patriotic Americans give their 
full support to the brave people 
of Rhodesia and the Republic of 
South Africa. They are literally 
standing alone against the bar­
barians. Should their cause fail, 
European culture in all Africa 
will be snuffed out forever," and 
the world will pay the price. 
National Spotlight recommends 
military aid from Rhodesia and 
South Africa, but insists that it 
not be channeled through the 
CIA. The CIA should get out of 
Africa; too often disaster follows 
in the footsteps of that 
enigmatic organization. CIA's 
tragic history is littered with 
disasters for the West, victories 
for the Kremlin ... and profits for 
the international bankers and 
multinational corporations. -. 
Liberty Lobby has always em­
phasized George Washington's 
warning against intervention in 
foreign entanglements. What 
we propose is not intervention, 
but d irect protection of  
American interests in Africa. 
Not just the sea lanes of the 
world, not just the critically 
strategic chromium ore from 
Rhodesia, not just the military 
intervention of a communist 
neighbor are involved; the storm 
brewing in Africa is spreading 
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corporations pushing for tax 
breaks or utilities seeking rate 
boosts. 
While both the FASS and SEC 
proposals adjust for inflation, 
they differ radically. Under the 
FASB's general price level ac­
counting, a company restates 
the "historical" dollars (the 
original cost of an item ex­
pressed in dollars of the year it 
was acquired) in its accounts. 
To bring costs up to date, it uses 
the broadest government index 
of inflation, the price deflator for 
the gross national product. This 
GNP deflater rose 10.3% last 
year and 5.6% in 1973, and 
since 1958 it has climbed 84%. 
The SEC's replacement cost 
accounting proposal, on the 
other hand, doesn't use a 
general price index or require 
companies to restate all their ac­
counts. Rather, compan ies 
would calculate actual 
replacement costs at specific 
current prices for fixed assets 
such as plant and equipment 
and for inventories . They 
wouldn't  be required to 
calculate an inflation-adjusted 
net in come-although ac­
countants say the revised profit 
could be easily figured out from 
the replacement cost data. 
While the limitation of the 
SEC method to adjusting fixed 
as·sets and inventories appeals 
to many businessmen, · con­
troversy is developing over that 
proposal, too. Some executives 
worry that deciding what' it 
would cost to replace .a com­
pany's productive capac'ity 
would involve many highly sub: 
jective assump"tions about how 
to rebuild facilities in the light of 
new technology. 
Question of Judgment 
"I agree that what the SEC is 
doing will give the most exact 
answer if people are objective," 
says A.W. Capon-e, vice 
president and chief financial of­
ficer of Koppers Co., "but I'm 
not questioning their ethics, but 
their judgment." And many in­
dependent account ants fret that 
the SEC method would be har­
der to audit, although the 
agency might let them off the 
hook by allowing companies to 
show replacement cost figures 
in an unaudited footnote. 
Sparking the push for some 
sort of change in corporate 
ledgers, of course, is a con­
sensus that during inflationary 
times conventional, "historical 
cost" accounting distorts a com­
pany's profit and its financial 
position. The distortion is most 
acute in handling depreciation, 
inventories and "monetary 
items," which include debt, cash 
and receivables. 
Depreciation , under con­
ventional accounting, is a major 
cause of overstated profits. 
Depreciation is a system of 
charging off money spent on a 
new plant or machine over the 
years that the asset presumably 
will be producing revenue. But 
inflation changes the value of 
dollars ; thus depreciation for a 
machine bought in 1958 is 
charged off each subsequent 
year in 1958 dollars against 
revenues _stated in current, less­
valuable dollars. 
To correct for inflation, the 
FASS would require companies 
to adjust the original cost of 
plants an d equipment, for 
changes in the general price 
· level. Thus, the 84% rise in the 
GNP deflator since 1958 would. 
mean that a machine acquired 
that year for $100 wou Id have 
had an adjusted cost of $184 in 
mid-1975. Assuming a 20-year 
life, the yearly depreciation un­
der historical cost accounting 
would be $5. But under the 
FASB method, the depreciation 
, (Continued on Page 8) 
·Do Not
Support Rhodesia 
By DERRICK WHITE 
The photo below is of Por­
tuguese soldiers with the head 
of Africans they had massacred 
in Mozambique. Although the 
pictures are repulsive, they just­
ify clearly -the position of the 
African: The European control 
of black Africa must end. 
We can expect to see the 
same kinds of atrocities from the 
white Rhodesians because they 
are no different from the Port­
uguese. They believe in the 
superiority of the European 
culture. 
If this is what supporters of 
Rhodesia want continued, they 
are as uncivilized as the soldiers 
in the picture. 
If we support Rhodesia, we 
wou Id be supporting the kind of 
facist forces we fought in the 
great ,wars of the twentieth cen­
tury. White Rhodesia poses a 
greater threat to our interest in 
Africa than the communists. 
White Rhodesia stands for 
everything that we find re­
pugnant to the ideas of our con­
stitution. 
In any event, regardless of 
what the USA does toward 
Africa, one thing remains per­
fectly clear: White imperialism 
on the African continent is at an 
end. And this can never be too 
soon. 
-{ f 
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I Have A Strategy 
· of the City University contribute Time is important and time is 
. 10% of its budget to this effort. scarce. this project will be 
This proposal, though unusual lengthy and must be initiated 
is not ridiculous. The combined quickly if it is to be effective. I 
It occurs fo me this morning 
to consider what benefits can be 
derived from today's rally in 
Alb.any. Natt;Jrally, it will demon­
strate the strength of convic­
tions of those persons attending 
concerning the imposition of tui­
tion at City Univer�ity and/or the 
closing of certain branches of 
City University. However, it 
could also be argued that if 70% 
or 80% or even 90% of the stu­
dents enrolled at City University 
att�nd their classe� today.,· that 
these students are not substan­
tially opposed to the closings. I 
think that the people mak.ing the 
decisions concerning the future 
of the City University system will 
argue very little, if at all, about 
an interpretation of today's rally. 
Politicians have become 
desensitized to the effects of 
mass political protest, and it is 
politicians and their representa­
tives who will make the deci­
sions concerning City Univer­
sity. They have witnessed pro­
tests for c;1nd against the war in 
Vietnam, for and against the 
Equal Rights Amendment, for 
and' against desegregation and 
sch ool busing, for and 
against ... ad na·useum. I am 
not implying that public officials 
can_not be made aware of public 
opinion concerning their official. 
decisions, before those deci­
sions are made. I am saying that 
new strategies must be em­
ployed if public opinion is to be 
conveyed effectively. 
I have a strategy and I have a 
proposal. It does not include 
�demanding our rights' or ap­
pealing to the consciences of 
honest men. It is simple and 
straight forward. Many people 
will recognize it as an old idea; 
new only in its application'as an 
alternative to mass protest. My 
strategy ·is a research survey. A 
swrvey that is honest, factual, 
substantiated and publicized. A 
.survey that presents the 
decision-makers with the one 
criterium that they cannot ig­
nore or deny: cost. 
Businessmen freque.ntly use 
'research· surveys to obtain the 
. information that they need to 
conduct effective lobbying ef­
forts. There is no reason why the 
faculty, staff and students of the 
City University community" can­
not employ the same methods. 
Throughout the City Univer­
sity, there are many students 
studying marketing, statistics, 
operation research, systems 
analysis budgeting, finance, 
education and accounting and 
there are faculty members who 
are experts in these disc;iplines; 
all of which are necessary for an 
effective Si,J rvey. Such a survey 
when conducted by experts will 
provide precise evaluations· of 
the effects- of the imposition of 
tuition on student enrollment, 
capital budgeting, faculty dis­
missals, long-term lease agree­
ments', the New York City job 
market, effects in an election 
year and myriad facts. on the ef­
fects of the decisions made in 
Albany and City Hall, 
What Is Neces-sary 
By NICOLE VIXAMAR 
The practice of know-how, or 
"savoir-faire" leads the way to 
success for many. Money as 
well as love contributes to the 
advancement of a few. Yet, one 
significant factor enhances the 
intrinsic value of individu_als and 
forever will inspire respect: the 
role and the importance 1of
education in the univer,,se. 
The art of expressing oneself 
with ef.ficiency on all occasions 
is only developed through edu­
cation. How numerous are those 
professionals who managed to 
earn a decent and prosperous 
living in thej,r country as well as 
abroad,�_·. oy.,ing to their peda­gogical resource. Such an asset 
properly cultivated helped them 
as a sound.vehicle. 
People inadvertently confuse 
educa-tfon ·with up-bringing. the 
former i·s :the fruit of learning, 
the knoi,yledge acquired formal­
ly or informally through practice 
or studies whereas up-bringing 
is c!n ar\ which conveys to its 
user the right conduct for each 
particular circumstances. 
While knowledge is a capital, 
no one. will contest the fact that 
a well dressed individual wfll at 
firs·t attract the atte,ntion of all. 
Yet, the proper outfit must 
match with the right circum­
stances. 
Up-bringing and education 
constitute two valuable assets 




A No Smoking Section has 
been· set aside in the Fifth Floor 
·Cafeteria of the 26th Street 
Building. 
******** 
Remember to see your Currie 
cu lar Guidance counselor 
before the summer rush. 
COLLEGE OF LAW 
Announcing: 
FALL SEMESTER 1976 
• Fullatime 3-y_ear ·day program 
• Part-time day and evening programs 
Tlw school is 
FUU Y ACCREDITED 
hy the �ommilll'l' bf· H,1r Ex,1minl'r�. 
·StJle l:l,H oi C1liii,rni,1. -
Tel: (213).894-.5711 
8353 Se�ulveda Blvd., Sepulveda, Ca. 91343 
\ 
student government treasuries , am interested in hearing the 
If this procedure is to be con- are the only sources of funds opinions of any and every mem­
ducted - effectively, it must be available to students that are. ber of the City University com­
conducted well. This will require large enough to support such an munity on my proposals and any 
two: things: 1) co-ordination, 2) effort. If enrollment drops 10% ideas 'that they might wish to 
fina'ncing. Co-ordination re- throughout the City University contribute to this project. 
quires time and people and ti- system, student governments 
nancing requires money. This will lose 10% of their budgets • Charles E. Kelly 
project requires a lot of money. this next year and every year. If President, Baruch College Com-
My proposal is the following:· enrollment drops 20% or 50% puter and Quantitative .Methods 
all persons interested on work- each budget will drop by a cor-. Society 
·ing on such a survey should responding amount. These con- Box 925 
contact me, and that each stu- tribution are an "insurance 46 E 26 Street 
dent government at each branch premium" ,on future budgets. New York, N.Y. 10010 
I 
• • .---------------------------------- -----------------------,
THE·. GRAOUATE VOICE 
WANTED! 
Graduate Students who do not want to take -







11· Requirements: 11 l) Be a Graduate Student I 
2) Available to attend and vote at the next G·raduate Faculty meeting 01







On December 11, 1975 a special meeting of the Graduate Faculty C_om-1 
mittee, was held. The main purpose for the meeting was to consider al1 
resolution which would allow the Various Graduate Departments, if theyll 
desired, to submit. proposals for alternatives. to Thesis �hich would be in-11 
I stituted in the fall semester of 1976. . I
1 ThE: resolt,Jtion passed by a vote ·of fifty-six to twenty-six. F-ive GSA mem-1� 
I bers attnnded and voted at this meeting (J. Hochman, C. Horton, G. Lottner,i 
I H. Mend �I and J. Winslow). Th"eir five votes Were a determining factor in thef 
I passing of the resolution (since if they had not voted, the 213 majority needed I 
i to pass. the re_solution would not have been available). Gradu_ate Students I,
1 are allowed six (6) members (votes) on ·the Graduate Faculty Committee; II
I these are six very important votes for -the. Graduate Student body. 11 
I Slnce that meeting, all Graduate Departments except the Accountingll1 I · · ' ' 11 






I On March 11, 1976 .a meeting of the Graduate Faculty was held. Thell1 
I agenda at that meeting included voting on the acceptance of the proposals! 
I for alternatives to Thesis from th� various departments. A vote �as not taken rl
I at this meeting due to not having the required 9uorum needeq to t�ke a vote •
1 
I (there were approx.imately seventy-eight members of the committee p.resent I,
I and one hundred and eighteen are needed to .vote on an issue). It is ir:i-
' I teresting to note that it was a Professor from the Accounting Depart_ment 
lthat requested the quorum ,count. .Also, at this meeting there were no 
-•Graduate Students present to vote!
I The· next meeting of the Graduate Faculty Committee will be h�ld on April 
I 1, 1976 (call the Graduate office for the tim� and place, or contact GSA). H 
I the vote to accept the proposals is not passe,d at this meeting, then come 
I September 1976, Thesis will be the only alternative for Graduate Students iri 
lobtaining an M.B.A. degree. 
I GSA needs at least six (6) Graduate Students to attend and vote at the 
IApril 1 meeting and as many as possible to-attend for moral support. Also, 
I Graduate Students should contact their department expressing their feelings 
I on ai"ternatives to Thesis. 
I Those interested contact GSA, Rm." 523, 46 West 26th Street (call 725-4406, 
I Wednesdays 5:30-8:Q0) or contact. Mr. D. Higgins, Rm. 525, 46 West 26th 
•St re.et. . 
Remember, you may be the cause for not having 
a·lternatives to Thesis in September 1976! 
·Also Wanted: 
1) Part-time secretary for GSA 
2) Part-time election workers (7). 





By PHIL VASSALLO 
CHAPTER FIVE - "THE MEDAL" 
Frank knocked on the door of 
his mother's house. It was a 
grand oak door carelessly paint­
ed black (dried drips suspended 
on it) with huge gold letters be­
neath the brass knocker which 
read: C O M A N. 
The Bronx couldn't have pos­
sibly looked better this Sunday 
morning. The trees on the block 
were still standing. surviving the 
hatchet work of local teenage 
gangs. In the middle of the 
street. a Con Ed excavation pit 
was so thoroughly blocked off 
that chances were against some 
stray tot from a Child Care Cen­
ter falling into it and breaking 
every bone in her body. There 
were no savage gusts of wind to 
further disturb the littered trash 
on the sidewalks. Things were 
so pleasant that Frank preferred 
to be outdoors in the midst of 
the windless, hot air. 
The door opened and Mrs. 
Josephine Coman stood al the 
threshold. She was appropriate­
ly attired for the Sunday ser­
vices, wearing an orange and 
pink dress and white flat heels. 
Her silver hair was tied in a bun 
with a Kelly green rubber band 
to match the color of her sun­
glasses, which was lowered to 
the tip of her nose. Frank began . 
to twitch at the face. 
"Hi, mommy," said Frank. 
"Ho; are you, stranger? an­
swered mom. "How do you like 
living in Manhattan? Is it crazy 
enough for you?" 
"Mom," frustrated, "I moved 
away three years ago. There 
have been one hundred fifty-six 
Sundays since, where I've 
always dropped by the house. 
And you still make it sound like I 
eloP.ed or something." 
"Elope, no," said
- mom. "But 
maybe you'd be better off with a 
girl than living alone in a ... " 
"Can I come in, mom!" inter­
rupted Frank, motioning for his 
mother to step aside from the 
doorway. 
"And stop twitching so 
much," mom said, expecting 
Frank to overcome his physical 
quirk at her command. 
Frank entered his mother's 
house. Whenever he came over 
on Sundays. he always saw the 
same things in the living room, 









5 weeks guaranteed COIUH 
DOUBLE or TRIPLE your sµeed 
Understand more, retain more 
Nationally known professor 
Class forming now 
READING SKILLS 
864-5112 
father, snoring away on a reclin­
ing chair, wearing soiled under­
wear; a senile Great Dane suf­
fering from psoriasis, picking 
his fleas; a cup of cold coffee 
upon a table beside an African 
Violet; in the corner of the room 
nearest the kitchen, a nine foot 
stack of books, floor to ceiling, 
wall to wall, preventing the sun 
from entering; lots of paper 
bags, FINAST shopping bags. 
wood shavings, aluminum foil, 
wax paper, plastic bags, a caged 
canary and a loose canary ind is-. 
criminately unloading his drop­
pings any which where, wooden 
crates which stank of fish, .an 
occasional cockroach, a stack 
of magazines, including the total 
of a twelve year subscription of 
LIFE. sixteen years of READERS 
DIGEST, and ten years of GOOD 
HOUSEKEEPING; scattered on 
nciloldnewspaperslaceworkmini 
aturetreestumpsbeachsandtheC 
omansfeetcetera . .Paper domina­
ted the room. Letters of recom­
mendation for Cosmo, a $10,000 
"lnsert.s" 
By BRUCE ADGATE 
l.s it possible to try so hard to' 
make a point that you lose what 
point it is you're trying to make? 
"Inserts," a film written and 
directed by John Byrum 
("Mahogany") claims to be "a 
degenerate film; with dignity." 
But it tries so hard for both 
degeneracy anq dignity that it 
ends up with neither. 
The film takes place in a man­
sion somewhere near Holly­
wood, sometime in the 1930's. 
There are only five characters 
(or shou Id I say, caricatures?) in 
the entire movie. The Boy Won-
check from the United States 
government when Cosmo 
waskilled in the Demilitarized 
Zone. Cosmo's report cards dat­
ing back to 1956 when he was in 
the first grade, Valentine's Day 
cards from Cosmo to Mom dat­
ing as far back as 1952 when he 
was only two years old and he 
couldn't write, newspaper clip­
pings of Cosmo's daring antics 
as the halfback of his high 
school team. scrapbooks ·that 
Cosmo kept relating to inter­
planetary discoveries and space 
travel, letters Cosmo received 
from girls who had undying 
crushes on him, and the like. In 
fact, the room was dominated by 
Cosmo. Frank felt his dead 
brother in his mother's house 
every Sunday. There was 9nly 
one well-cared-for object in the 
room. It was on the mantlepiece, 
shining like the sea. It was 
Cosmo's Distinguished Medal of 
Honor he received posthur:nous­
ly. Of course, Frank twitched 
again. 
der (Richard Dreyfuss) was once 
a great director but reached his 
peak early in life, years ago and 
is now-making porn films for Big 
Mac .(Bob Haskins), .the tough 
but dumb producer who's got 
plans to open up a chain of 
roadside hamburger stands. (Big 
Mac? Hamburger stands? - Are 
we supposed to .laugh?) 
Harlene, delightfully playei:l by 
Veronica Cartwright, the only 
one to add a bright, wel I-needed 
splash of spontaneity to the film, 
is the star, along with Rex 
(Stephan Davies). of the latest of 
Boy Wonder's porn_o flicks being 
THE 
TA.xcoF1zz: 
* 2 oz. Jose Quervo Tequila .-·
* Juice from one-lime (or 2 tbsp.)
* 1 tsp. sugar
* 2 dashes orange bitters
* White of one egg
* A g¼iss 'is quite helpftal, too.
JOSE CUERVO�TEQUILA.80 PROOF. 
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY ©1975, HEUBLEIN
_
, INC., HARTFORD, CONN. 
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Franklin And Jefferson 
By ROBERT AGOPIAN 
Would you think it strange if 
one 0ay a mammoth bone was 
delivered to your door? Not if 
you were a Frenchman by the 
name of Buff on and Thomas Jef­
ferson was the man who sent it. 
This and many other stories, 
facts and artifacts belonging to 
Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin 
Franklin. are on display in an 
exhibition called "The World of 
Franklin and Jefferson" which 
opened Mar9h 5th, at the Metro�, 
politan Museum of Art. 
The exhibition before opening 
in New York was seen by the 
Poles, Parisians and Londoners 
last year, officially lai,rnching the 
bicentennial celebrations 
abroad. It received great reviews 
and acclaim in those cities' 
presses and was praised for the 
· innovative and revolutionary 
presentation of the times and 
lives of both these men who 
shaped our nation. 
All alohg the ceiling and corri-
filmed ir:, a corner, of his living 
room. She, like Boy Wonder, 
reached her peak years ag0 and 
is now well into her decline; iQ · 
fact, she dies of an overdose oJ 
heroin half-way through the pic­
ture and the rest of them must 
lumber on without her. 
Is 
Gold? 
Is Goid that important 
that my black brothers 
should be separated from their 
y.iives 
Is gold that impo,rtant 
· that you shou Id treat my brother 
wprse than your horses and 
cows. 
IS GOLD THAT IMPORTANT• 
THAT MY BLACK BROTHERS 
SHOULD BREAK : THEIR BACKS I 
in your deep dungeons 
Is gold that important 
that you,. white hog i 
should deny my brothers t�e 
human rights 
that you so carefully listed thirty 
years ago 
dors of the 6,500 square foot 
exhibition are the famous words 
and sayings of Jefferson and 
Franklin whose wise words 
guide us through the four major 
sections of the exhibit. 
The first two sections deal 
with the men, their personalities, 
friends, enemies, and the times 
in which they lived: The philo­
sophy of enlightenment is ex­
plored through the various 
books, hobbies and inventions 
of both. men. The nation is also 
portrayed in a simpler and less 
specialized age where. a sci­
entist and architect ·can also be 
·a printer and farmer as •Franklin 
and Jefferson were.· Various 
tools and instruments -used by 
both men reveal the .spirit and 
uniqu.eness of the age, in which 
they lived. · ' · � , · 
The last two sechons are 
devoted to their achie,,ements in 
public life. The risks' and gam­
bles that they took, ani:l the role 
. they played in forming the prin-
ciples and workin_gs of a new 
constitutional governl')lent are 
examined and exhibited in a 
personalized and intimate style. 
• In the words of a British column­
ist, "Even if you don't think you 
are interested in the American 
Revolution, Jefferson or Frank­
lin, you ought to go, and by the 
time you tear yourself away, you 
will be." ' 
The exhibitiror,i .will (Un 
through May 2nd, .19.76. 
The Cre�ted 
I am a walking cornp.uter 
·Made of aluminium· ami:l brass. 
Well, if gold is s-o importan\ I have accessories 0,(gJ.astic and 
that my -b_rothers must be mure · polished glass;· � ·. " 
de red 1 
. • 
An on-power button Ji.Jia an off-
or forces io slave to fill yotfr · power button ... · ,�-1-
pockets·  v -;t ' Sets me in motio9,,aJ)ti!�ms me 
Then you white, you keep·you't; ,1:,91! sudden. · 
gold. • ·'.i: . ·, .. ,·} 'You should se·e .. I �on't need it. . �J' '/not sleeping; ,,.,_ 
· · . Its either I'm beep1 ignal to 
Keep yot'r gold and live -; :,· the key operator 
with the c0nscience. i-. ,Or performing ll).}'.�_·t_a_s ·'., without That YOU mu'rdered men 10(, an interpreter. · (�'?}� ·· 
mon·ey : · Everything about en·\ oenot�s ·· t, I'm square; 
YOU haile killed and.robbed and: ,,Hard working, ace "
·
· l'e within 
plundered. �;� -tl'le bounds of repair'#(:. . YOU are no better than the bar�- ·You. should _see me 1r;i1_mot1or.1; 
barian p-irates · ! '1 A born conservaUv�rn · a right 
You are. just as uncivilized andj .. winger . . ·:1, : 
uncouth · " Unfit for revolution. 
You are white 
Keep your gold 
One day it'll get you, 
whitey 
I serve, a perfect cslave, a true 
ninkanpoop . 
Programmed not tci, r-ave. 
My creator was not as sportslike 
as his; 
He made me a slave with no 
Judy Mc alternative. 
Nov 3, '73 Nasrulllah Ganie 
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Accounting Group's Plan FQr Adiustment 
(-Continued from Page 5) 
charge this year would be 
$9.20-the adjusted cost of $184 
divided by 20-and pretax profit 
wou Id drop $4.20. 
The FASB proposal to use the 
GNP deflater troubles many 
people, however. Under the 
proposal, Koppers' Mr. Capone 
argues, "You're using the 
deflator, which is an average 
number, and there's just no 
average indu'stry. I don't think 
the deflater gives a true picture 
- of what an . industry's cost in­
creases are" And, con­
sequently, some financial
executives prefer the SEC plan 
because it would let them deal 
with inflation in an in­
dividualized way. 
Choosing an Index 
The SEC's replacement cost 
accounting ignores original 
cost. Instead,· it centers on the 
contention that companies can't 
realistically determine profits 
until they have provided for 
repl.acement of plants and 
equi_pment constantly being 
worn out. At issue is big money; 
the Treasury Department 
estimates that $15.1 billion of 
the $65 billion in reported 1974 
corporate profits was needed 
merely to maintain existing 
productive capacity. 
The SEC approach requires a 
company to estimate each year 
the actual current cost of 
replacing all its productive 
capacity. The ptoposal doesn't 
specify the cost indexes to be 
used in the calculations; so 
companie·s could choose their 
ow.n.' Opponents of the ,i.dea say 
confusion might resu It if one 
concern's figures are compared 
with another's. 
The work involved in making 
such estimates "could be
horrendous." Inland Steel's Mr. 
Borst says. "It happens our 
engineers did that for another 
purpose, and it was a major 
project.." What's more, he adds, 
"they aren't too confident of the 
numbers either." 
Inventories pose a similar 
problem under conventional ac­
counting. Take a company that 
bought materials in May 1974, 
assembled them and sold the 
resulting product in December 
'1974. When the product was 
sold, its price was measured in 
December dollars, but the 
materials costs were measured 
in more-valuable May dollars. 
This change in value creates a 
cash squeeze hidden by con­
ve n ti o na I accounting. The 
government attributes $35.1 
billion of last year's $65 billion 
in corporate profits to inventory 
gains caused by inflation (even 
though many com­
panies-though not GM or 
Sears-switched to ·last-in-first­
out accounting to reduce in­
flation's impact; under LIFO-a 
variation of conventional ac­
counting-the cost of produc­
tion is based on latest prices 
paid for materials). 
The FASB proposal would 
seek to eliminate most "in­
ventory profits" by using the 
GNP deflator to state inventory 
costs in current dollar"s. The 
SEC approach, however, woui'd 
simply require that at year-end 
inventories be valued at  
replacement cost a t  that time-a 
system- simil_ar to LIFO. 
Thorniest Problems 
"Monetary items" in company 
accounts clearly present the· 
thorniest problems of 
eliminating inflation's distor­
tions. During inflation, the dollar 
amount of such items as debts 
and. receivables stays the same,· 
although their . real value-their 
purchasing power-drops. For 
example, a company borrowing 
$100 at the start of a yew gets 
$100 in purchasing power; if it 
repays the debt at the end of a 
year of 10% inflatio"n, it repays 
only $90 in purchasing power. 
The company gains $10 in "real" 
terms. 
The FASB proposal plunges 
into the monetary-item thicket 
that the SEC approach avoids. It 
requires companies to include 
in earnings the net effect of mat­
ching any gain in purchasi·ng 
power derived from having a 
monetary liability such as debt 
against any loss in puchasing 
power due to holding assets 
such as cash. 
Consider this"" example: 
Assume a company held cash 
and receivables of about $900 in 
a year and owed about $1,000. 
Its net "monetary" liability 
"Ins ts" er -�------�------
(Continued from Page 7) 
Miss Cake (Jessica Harper) 
takes her place both in the film 
we are seeing and the . porno 
film Boy Wonder is making. It is 
she who gives · us ttie first 
glimpse of what this film seems 
to be about: Getting one's "rope· 
up" (i.e., getting an erection). 
But it is also about the wasted 
talent of has-beens. It is about 
those in show business striving 
to be stars and those who have 
been stars and been destroyed 
by the experience. Either way 
they are doomed to failure - the 
star system will destroy them if 
they make it, and they'll destroy 
themselves if they don't. Star­
dom becomes the climax, the 
orgasm of their lives; everything 
afterwards is downhill. And yet 
they keep at it. 
The Boy 'wonder, though at 
the top several years ago, ,now 
wakes up to a Cognac break-_ 
fast. (He drinks four bottles 
before our eyes and it has no ef­
fect on him.) Dreyfuss; however, 
· does not come across as some­
one who has been thrnugh pain 
and hardship. When he breaks 
down and cries, it's not believ­
able; it's too sudden, too staged. 
He's trying too hard. He's still 
embedded in the roles he played 
in "American Graffiti," "Duddy 
Kravitz" and "Jaws" - the c.ute 
but humble wise guy who's 
always on- top of the situation .. 
The dialogue does not help 
matters. The firm plods along 
- with lines like these: 
Big Mac: That's the way it is, 
pure _and simple. 
Boy Wonder: Nothing simple is 
ever pure. (And then later) Noth­
ing pure is ever simple. 
There are moments that try 
painfully hard to be poignant. 
When Big Mac and Rex carry 
out the body of Harlene; wrap­
ped in a sheet, Boy Wonder 
slow·ly and carefully takes the tie 
she'd 'used to tighten around her 
arm when shooting up and ties it 
around her body to keep the 
sheet on. But this, and other 
scenes like it, stick out like an 
elephant in a ballet class and 
leave the audience, for the most 
part, unaffected. We don't care 
what happens to any of them; 
but that doesn't matter: because 
in the two hours we're watching 
them, very little happens. 
A Treaty 
Tomorrow. we will sit under 
the spreading city; 
Alive and glowing in ·neon 
lights. 
Tomorrow I will kiss you 
With-- the peace-pipe in my. 
mouth,. 
And smoulder your lips with 
love songs. 
The rising joy will breach the 
atmosphere 
And settle above our heads. 
·The shade embroidered with 
eternal letter re�ds: 
Love is here a symbol. 
Nasrullah Ganie· 
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would be $100. Under the FASB 
system, the company would 
multiply that $100 by the GNP 
deflator, for the year-say 
10%-to ·arrive at the "gain o"n 
monetary items." In this case, 
the $10 gain would be included 
in profit. 
For debt-heavy utilities, the 
impact of suth a calculation is 
enormous. AT& T's inflation­
adjusted 197 4 profit be"fore con­
sidering, monetary items would 
be only 76% of earnings repor­
ted under conventional ac­
counting. But when the com­
pany's huge debt is considered, 
profit is 189% greater than 
repartee 1974 earnings. 
Professors Davidson and Weill 
find. 
Since most industrial com­
panies have more debt than 
monetary assets, many of them 
also would record sizable ad- . 
ditional profit .. For some, the 
gain they would post because of 
big borrowings would more than 
offset the profit drop resulting 
from adjus.ting depreciation and 
inventories for inflation. The 
reverse wou Id happ·en to banks, 
which are net lenders. 
The fact that a company's 
profits would improve as it in­
creases its debt "seems to be 
misleadin_g," Frank Roberts, 
controller of Eaton Corp., says. 
''It could have the company 
that's completely ove�extended 
looking better." Alfred King, 
vice president, finance, of 
American Appraisal Associates 
in Milwaukee, agrees. 'The 
FASB system penalizes a highly 
liquid company that con­
servatively runs its financial af­
fairs and favors the company 




c:tz::J As a general rule, keep yO'fil". 
goalie close to your goal. This position 
offers good offensive sho_ts, and . fast de­fense. Also, for every pomt decide on 
'tactic , . . such as: 
&Return I £ 
· e v e r y  s h o t  •· -'" ',,, 
' 





'(,_s$9�� ·--�:>-' j soon as your , --, / 
mdlJ opponent lmg- · · - • --='· ' 
ers away from his goal, fire a strong bank 
shot to score. 
J:':� J Repeat the same 
£ Use powerful bank shots at ran­
dom to rattle 
your o p p o­
n e n t,. t h e n  
s u d d e nly 
shoot · up the 
m idd l e  t o  
,score. 
